A Striking Coronary Artery Pattern in a Grown-Up Congenital Heart Disease Patient
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Left ventricular noncompaction (LVNC) is a myocardial disorder probably due to the arrest of normal embryogenesis of the left ventricle (LV). It could be isolated or associated with other extracardiac and cardiac abnormalities, including coronary artery anomalies. Despite the continuous improvement of imaging resolution quality, this cardiomyopathy still remains frequently misdiagnosed, especially if associated with other heart diseases. We report a case of LVNC association with both malposition of the great arteries and a very original coronary artery pattern.

1. Introduction

Left ventricular noncompaction (LVNC) is a myocardial disorder, which is thought to occur due to the arrest of normal embryogenesis of the left ventricle (LV), leading to distinct morphological characteristics in the ventricular chamber [1]. The affected segments had a two-layer structure: a compact epicardial layer and an endocardial layer consisting of a prominent trabecular meshwork and deep intertrabecular spaces [2]; these features are found predominantly in the apical and the mid ventricular segments of the LV. It is classified in isolated NC and in ventricular NC associated with other extracardiac and cardiac abnormalities, including coronary artery anomalies [3]. The prevalence varies considerably among different series and is still unknown; several limitations for this assessment are the different diagnostic criteria, the heterogeneous populations, and the retrospective design of most studies [4]. Because of continuous improvement of imaging resolution quality, this cardiomyopathy is increasingly diagnosed, even if it remains frequently misdiagnosed especially in the cases of LVNC associated with other heart defects [5]. Clinical signs are variable, ranging from lack of symptoms to heart failure and thromboembolic events, arrhythmias till sudden cardiac death [6], also if the pathophysiologic mechanisms of these severe manifestations in LVNC are partially unclear.

We present herein a case of LVNC association with both malposition of the great arteries and a very original coronary artery pattern. This report has been approved by the Institutional Review Board, with informed consent given by the patient.
2. Case Presentation

A 30-year-old male, smoker, without family history for congenital or acquired cardiovascular diseases, was referred to our department because of chest/epigastric pain and syncope due to ventricular fibrillation after cocaine overdose. After the usual resuscitation maneuvers, including 3 early direct current shocks, orotracheal intubation, and pharmacological support, his clinical conditions were stabilized. The first echocardiographic evaluation highlighted hypokinesia of the inferior LV wall, with mild systolic dysfunction and mild-to-moderate mitral valve regurgitation. During hospitalization he progressively developed lesion, ischemia, and then necrosis waves in diaphragmatic leads at the electrocardiogram (ECG); moreover the toxicological test results confirmed the recent cocaine abuse, while laboratory ones showed increased troponin I (peak 23.9 ng/mL) and N-Terminal pro-Brain Natriuretic Peptide (peak 2356 pg/mL) levels.

Coronary angiography showed a short main stem, originating from the right sinus of Valsalva, splitted into four branches, from right to left: an artery providing the right ventricle (RV) free wall (RCA), a dual left anterior descending (LAD) artery (type I variant of Spindola-Franco [7]), and finally a branch (Dx) supplying the anterolateral LV wall (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)). The lone circumflex artery (Cx) arose from the ascending aorta (Ao), just above the noncoronary posterior sinus, giving off branches to the inferolateral LV segments and the posterior interventricular septum (Figures 1(c) and 1(d)). No atherosclerotic disease was detected. Computed tomography (CT) (160-slice, Aquilion Premium, Toshiba Medical Systems, Otawara, Japan) angiography (Figure 2) confirmed the coronary anomaly excluding malignant, that is, interarterial, course but emphasized, after echocardiographic suspicion, a malposition of the great arteries, being aortic root leftward and anterior to a rightward and posterior pulmonary artery (PA). It also revealed ill-defined LV papillary muscles as well as the prominent trabeculations and deep intertrabecular recesses in communication with the LV cavity, typical of LVNC. For this reason, cardiac magnetic resonance (MRI) (1.5 Tesla, Philips Achieva; Philips

Figure 1: Coronary angiography (CRA 24 RAO 10 and CAU 24 LAO 34) showing dual LAD ((a), (b)) and (CRA 24 RAO 12 and CAU 21 LAO 32) lone Cx giving off the posterior descending artery ((c), (d)). CRA: cranial; RAO: right anterior oblique; CAU: caudal; LAO: left anterior oblique.
Medical System, Best, Netherlands) completed the multimodal imaging assessment (Figure 3), demonstrating that the diagnostic criteria for LVNC [8, 9] were completely fulfilled. At first glance, the association of L-malposed Ao and LV hypertrabeculation led us to think about a borderline case of congenitally corrected transposition of the great arteries; nevertheless the normal RV morphology with a three-leaflet atrioventricular valve ruled out this diagnosis on behalf of the LVNC one, in a context of atrioventricular and ventriculoarterial concordance.

Because of frequent but not repetitive ventricular extra beats at the last in-hospital Holter dynamic ECG monitoring, he was discharged soon after loop recorder implantation. This device has never stored relevant arrhythmic events after 2-year follow-up.

3. Discussion

The embryonic myocardium is composed of a loose meshwork of interwoven fibers separated by deep recesses, which communicate with the LV cavity, allowing an increase in the myocardial surface area and the exchange diffusion from the cavity. From the 5th–8th week of embryogenesis, LV trabecular compaction occurs simultaneously with the invasion of the myocardium by the developing coronary vasculature coming from the epicardium: at the same time in fact the coronary circulation develops and intertrabecular recesses are transformed in capillaries [10]. The trabecular layer of the developing ventricular walls is known to compact from base to apex, from epicardium to endocardium, and from the septal to the lateral wall [1]. The underlying pathophysiologic mechanisms for lack of such compaction remain largely unsolved. The atrioventricular valves, papillary muscles, and chordae tendineae all form from portions of the ventricular walls as well. At the same embryonic period, the superior part of the interventricular septum develops from the aorticopulmonary septum, which is a spiral-shaped mass that also subdivide the truncus arteriosus into the PA and the ascending Ao: as a result of such spiral orientation of the septum, the Ao and PA twist around each other.

**Figure 2**: Paraxial (a) and parasagittal (b) maximum intensity projection reconstruction from cardiac CT scan, demonstrating the anomalous site of the coronary ostia as well as the malposition of the great arteries, confirmed by 3D volume-rendered reconstruction ((c), (d)).
LVNC coexists with another cardiac anomaly approximately in 20% of cases [11]; sometimes it may be caused by an excessively high pressure exposure of the LV during intrauterine development. The American Heart Association statement on cardiomyopathies already classified LVNC within the genetic cardiomyopathies [12]: a mutation in the α-dystrobrevin gene was identified subsequently in patients with LVNC and associated with congenital heart diseases [13]. The clinical relevance of regional NC in the context of another cardiac malformation is still uncertain. About our patient, it is a suggestive hypothesis that such a complex anomaly originated just between the 5th and the 8th week of intrauterine life, when both myocardial compaction and coronary circulation development [10] as well as great arteries translocation occurred.

Diagnostic sensitivity has been enhanced by the introduction of specific morphologic criteria by high resolution echocardiography, CT angiography, and cardiac MRI. Echocardiography could pose inherent problems in assessing the LV apex [14] and lateral wall [15], known to be the most common NC areas. Conversely, the latter modalities may detect in more detail the degree of hypertrabeculation and the ratio between the trabecular and compact layers, as well as NC extension. Particularly cardiac MRI is accurate when diagnosing LVNC: a NC/C ratio of $>2.3$ in diastole distinguishes pathological NC, with values for sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictions of 86%, 99%, and 75% and 99%, respectively [8]. Using MRI, Jacquier et al. [9] proposed a NC mass $\geq 20\%$ of the total LV mass, as a further diagnostic criterion for the disease. In our case setting, the integrative nature of cardiac CT suggests an advantage of this imaging test over the others: it enabled the simultaneous noninvasive evaluation of the complex intracardiac pathology and ventricular function as well as the malposition of the great arteries and the coronary artery morphology.

The coincidence of LVNC, malposition of the great arteries, and such a complex coronary anomaly has never been described before. As this case illustrates, accurate diagnosis of a grown-up congenital heart disease could be very tricky,
so much so that the role of multimodal imaging assessment is fundamental.
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